Results of Survey re Ottawa Meeting Notices – November – December 2011
There were 73 responses out of an email list of about 250
95% get notices by email, all the time
3% miss some emails
2% see notices forwarded by others on the list
85% have not received messages as spam
11% are not sure about spam
4% have found notices in their spam filter
44% use no social media
37% have Facebook
34% use texting
16% have Twitter
********
16 Comments on Survey – to 11 December 2012
I appreciate the notices but the dates often conflict with prior engagements. I will attend
when I can as I enjoy meeting the CMOS community. 10/12/2012 11:10 AMView
Thanks for this. I'm rarely able to attend the lunch meetings, but appreciate receiving the
invites, and almost always forward them around to colleagues within my organization
whom I believe would be interested. Always good topics. Keep up the good work.
5/12/2012 9:03 AMView
If you have to choose something other than email, I'd prefer text, but I find email the
easiest to work with. 5/12/2012 8:27 AMView
Item #3. Social Media are most confusing and time consuming to use. If you want to
contact me do it by e-mail. Robertson : georger400@aol.com 25/11/2012 8:37 PMView
Even though I use Facebook and Twitter, the email notifications and reminders would
remain my main way of receiving them. For example, I am not a regular user of
Facebook and I am following about 140 people/organizations on Twitter - so I would
certainly miss CMOS Ottawa Lunch meeting notices if sent only via Facebook/Twitter.
15/11/2012 3:52 PMView
While I have a Facebook account I rarely check it. Direct e-mail is still the best way to
reach me. 14/11/2012 5:42 PMView
I like getting the information via email 14/11/2012 11:29 AMView

Email works OK for me. Please continue with email to contact me. Thank you.
13/11/2012 2:32 PMView
Perhaps add GooglePlus to the above... 13/11/2012 11:43 AMView
Good talks, keep them going. 13/11/2012 10:48 AMView
Facebook is not an efficient communications means and tweets can be easily missed
using Twitter - I prefer email notices of CMOS meetings 13/11/2012 9:06 AMView
Suggest you consider the potential of Linkedin - you could establish a linkedin "group"
and there is great potential for connecting with other Linkedin groups with similiar
interests - Polar Professionals, Hydrographic Survey etc. 13/11/2012 8:26 AMView
I have Facebook and Twitter but seldom find the time to use them :) 13/11/2012 8:24
AMView
I have Twitter and Facebook accounts - but don't use them as much as e-mail 13/11/2012
8:24 AMView
I have a Facebook account but rarely use it. There are a couple of CMOS Facebook
accounts that get very little use. I cannot see them as a substitute for email notices.
13/11/2012 8:22 AMView
team cowboy could be a good tool as well... 13/11/2012 8:17 AMView
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